SUPER WING OPTIONS

1/32 "Ta 152 H-0" Assembly Instructions

Please shape, build and paint each part by following the important Points for Assembly.

Pilot Assembly

- Pilot A
- Pilot B
- Pilot C

Head

Gate Number: •

As for the left arm, please adjust its angle according to the display before attaching.

Head

Gate Number: •

Choose either part "Head 1" or "Head 2", and assemble.

Example of Layout when Displaying the Pilots

After finishing the painting, please display the pilots with the Zoukei-mura 1/32 "Ta 152 H-0" kit as described in the layout.

Pilot A

Pilot B

Pilot C

Layout Example

We take the utmost of care when overseeing manufacturing, but if your kit is among the very small percentage that contains a defective part, please contact our customer service within two weeks of your purchase with your full name and order number.

Purchasers from VOLKS Japan International Web Site: Please contact imos@volks.co.jp.
Purchasers from VOLKS USA: Please contact service@volksusa.com.

Attention

- This kit is intended for people 18 years of age or older. Please do not give this item to children under 15.
- Please use the Zoukei-mura 1/32 "Ta 152 H-0" Kit with the original model kit cement. Insta-cure should be used in place of the plastic model kit cement.

Important Points for Assembly

- Please carefully read the assembly manual and make sure that everything is included before starting the assembly.
- For building this kit, tools such as nippers, craft knives, files, sanding papers, pin vices & drills, reinforcing metal wires, and instant glue are required. Please prepare them.
- First, shape the parts by removing "seam lines" and "gate marks" with tools like nippers, craft knives or files. Unrelated resin is softer than the plastic material used for the kit, so be careful not to carving too much. "Air bubbles" can be filled with putty (epoxy, plastic, etc.), and then polished with sanding paper. In case mold details are buried, recover them with tools such as spatulas.
- During assembly, adjust the orientation of each part while checking the balance and pose of the entire kit.
- Please use instant glue for cementing the parts. Be careful that the parts cannot be glued with plastic model kit cement.

We recommend using brass wires (sold separately) to reinforce the areas where the parts are glued together. Use a pin vice and drills to open a hole on both sides of each gluing surface, then insert the ends of a brass wire into the holes to connect both sides. This will greatly increase the strength of each joint. (Using the wires without glue for temporary build is called dry fitting. We recommend doing so in order to check each figure’s balance.)

Base preparation is required before painting. Please thoroughly finish the base with a coat of surface primer (otherwise, the paint will chip off as time passes).

We recommend the water-based "Vallejo Color" paints for painting your kit, due to its environmental friendliness. While referring to resources on historical Luftwaffe aircrafts, you may paint the model with the coloring of your choice.

When using tools and paints for assembly and painting, please carefully follow the respective instructions manuals for your safety.

Chart of Included Parts

- Pilot A
- Pilot B
- Pilot C

Body

Body

Body

Hands

Heads

Left Arm

Right Hand

Tube attachment location.

Tube attachment location.

Tube